We present the first method to animate sheets of paper at interactive rates, while automatically generating a plausible set of sharp features when the sheet is crumpled. The key idea is to interleave standard physically based simulation steps with procedural generation of a piecewise continuous developable surface. The resulting hybrid surface model captures new singular points dynamically appearing during the crumpling process, mimicking the effect of paper fiber fracture. Although the model evolves over time to take these irreversible damages into account, the mesh used for simulation is kept coarse throughout the animation, leading to efficient computations. Meanwhile, the geometric layer ensures that the surface stays almost isometric to its original 2D pattern. We validate our model through measurements and visual comparison with real paper manipulation, and show results on a variety of crumpled paper configurations.
INTRODUCTION
Paper is a very common material in everyday life: we generally use it when reading, writing or drawing, as well as for wrapping things up. In contrast, animations of this material are still almost absent from virtual environments, movies, and games. This is due to the extreme difficulty of efficiently capturing the dynamic, nonsmooth developable geometry of paper sheets. The latter undergo irreversible damages upon deformation, causing most of them to end up in crumpled form. While state-of-the-art physically-based models are able to generate visually compelling animations of paper crumpling [Narain et al. 2013 ], these have a high computational cost: computing a few minutes animation sequence may take several hours.
The goal of this work is to achieve the animation of paper crumpling processes at interactive rates. The macroscopic geometry of the paper depends on the microscopical fiber structure. Our insight is to enforce these features through a dedicated geometric model. This reduces most of the time usually spent in physically based simulation of a fine mesh with high stiffness. Let us list the macroscopic features that need to be captured in order to crumple a sheet of paper in a visually plausible way:
Length preservation. Paper has a high in-plane stiffness, i.e., it neither stretches nor squeezes under classical conditions of usage. The assumption can be made that the surface of a sheet of paper preserves lengths upon deformation. In particular, although acceptable for animating cloth, the small elastic deformations between neighboring vertices typically allowed by deformable models should be 10:2 • C. Schreck et al. Fig. 1 . Interactive folding of a virtual sheet of paper, after a cylindrical wrap. The mesh triangulation is kept coarse and dynamically adapts to the deformation. Our method automatically inserts sharp features where and when needed. A photo of a similar, real deformation is shown at the right.
prevented while modeling paper material. Because of length preservation, a sheet of paper can always be isometrically developed onto the flat pattern representing its original state. This leads to the wellknown developable property of paper.
Sharp features. Crumpled sheets of paper exhibit singular points, and possibly some sharp creases. Standard physically-based simulation methods for thin sheets usually assume that the limit surface approximated by a discrete mesh is smooth, and therefore do not handle discontinuities of tangential plane around singular vertices. In contrast, our model explicitly handles these sharp features.
Plastic behavior and shape memory. In real life, the microscopic fibers of paper or the bonds between them may break upon deformation, causing irreversible damages to the structure. Therefore, all singularities and creases are persistent over time, even after trying to flatten back the sheet. A dynamic model of paper must incorporate this persistence property, causing the number of singularities to always increase.
In this work, we introduce a new surface model for virtual paper (see Figure 1 ) which allows for plausible, time-coherent deformations at interactive rates while incorporating the three characteristics we just listed. This model, namely a piecewise developable surface made of generalized cones, is designed to capture the sudden occurrence of singular points during the deformation process. It is deformed based on both physical constraints and geometrical laws. The fact that only a small set of conical patches is used for representing geometry reduces computational cost of several orders of magnitude, since it enables simulation to be performed on a very coarse mesh.
Our contributions include the following.
A hybrid physically based and geometric model. The specific combination of geometric and physically-based layers we are using is the key feature of our approach: made of generalized conical patches that fit an adaptive set of singular points, our geometric layer ensures length preservation while visually capturing tangent discontinuities. The animation is guided by an underlying coarse simulation, where stiffness only needs to be of medium range. This is the key towards efficiency, since no ill-conditioned system needs to be solved.
Realistic modeling of singular points. We propose a new approach to detect when and where singularities should appear, on top of a standard coarse simulation. The set of sharp features is explicitly stored throughout the animation and used to model physical plastic behavior such as nonplanar rest poses.
Optimal, adaptive isometric meshing. The surface geometry is defined by an adaptive mesh that aligns its edges along the rulings of the generalized conical patches and along the sharp edges of the folds. Meanwhile, these edges efficiently maintain their initial length. This brings an accurate representation of isometric surfaces with sharp features using only a small number of triangles instead of dense mesh subdivision.
Validation through comparison with real paper. We use experiments with real paper in a set of simple crumpling configurations test cases to validate our method: we compare the kinetics needed for the appearance of surface singularities. In addition to these statistical results, we provide visual comparison with videos of real paper crumpling, enabling us to show that our method generates the same first folds when a sheet of paper is crumpled.
RELATED WORK
The phenomenon of paper crumpling appears due to localization of mechanical stress, leading to permanent deformation of the initial flat piece of paper. When the stress exceeds the limit of resistance of the bonds between fibers, these bonds break leading to plastic deformations. Mechanical behavior of paper plays consequently a major role, and has been extensively studied [Steenberg 1947; Thorpe 1981; Makela and Ostlund 2003; Coffin 2009 ]. More specifically for crumpled paper, Amar and Pomeau [1997] have underlined the relationship between the mechanical behavior (elasticity theory) and the geometry of developable surfaces.
Physically based modeling is the most standard approach to animate thin sheets of material. As simulating paper material using fully nonlinear 3D finite elements would be too expensive for computer graphics applications [Bronkhorst 2003 ], thin sheet materials are typically modeled in our field using linear elastic behavior. Therefore, elements are allowed to stretch a little. This approach has been successfully used to model cloth [Provot 1996; English and Bridson 2008; Wang et al. 2010] , and was extended to bend sheets of paper using the thin plate theory [Grinspun et al. 2003; Burgoon et al. 2006] . However, this method cannot handle the dynamic formation of singular points and sharp edges: the latter need to be manually inserted within the mesh.
Modeling the plastic behavior of the paper, with the progressive formation of sharp features, was already addressed in the graphics literature. Kang et al. [2009] propose a dedicated mass spring simulation where edges of the underlying triangulation can be split into two pieces, while the midpoint is modeling a sharp vertex on the surface. The approach enables real-time deformation but suffers from visual artifacts as edge-split and singularities can only occur along preexisting coarse triangle edges. Gingold et al. [2004] proposes a discrete model for inelastic deformations based on bending strain. Recently, Simnett et al. [2009] and Narain et al. [2012 Narain et al. [ , 2013 combine this inelastic deformation model with an adaptive remeshing method. When the surface deforms, the mesh is locally subdivided in highly curved regions, while the low-curvature parts stay more sparsely sampled. This results into high-quality visual simulation of paper. Yet, this approach is computationally expensive due to the large number of triangles in the folded regions, so it cannot be used in interactive applications.
Geometric modeling has also been used to create a variety of developable surfaces. Frey [2004] proposes a buckled developable surface construction using triangulation for 2D height fields. A general algorithm to generate developable surfaces from 3D boundary curves is introduced in Rose et al. [2007] , while other works address developable surfaces based on simple shapes (e.g., strips) [Pottmann and Wallner 2001; Chu and Séquin 2002; Liu et al. 2006; Bo and Wang 2007; Pottmann et al. 2010] . These approaches only study smooth developable surfaces and none of them considers how to form and retain sharp features during the modeling process. Decaudin et al. [2006] proposes a method for modeling sharp features using a minimal mesh, but the latter is restricted to specific cylindrical buckling patterns.
Another family of approaches to achieve developability is to progressively improve it using constrained optimization of input surfaces. Wang et al. [2004 Wang et al. [ , 2008b minimize an objective in terms of discrete Gaussian curvature; A local/global optimization method is proposed in Kilian et al. [2008] to model a discrete developable surface with curved folds, by fitting a set of 2D quadrilateral pieces to the original surface. These approaches are computationally intensive. Moreover, although they create developable surfaces, they cannot explicitly formulate length preservation with respect to an original 2D pattern.
Bending and creasing virtual paper can also be expressed through geometric deformation [Kergosien et al. 1994 ]. An interactive tool is presented in Zhu et al. [2013] to fold a thin sheet of materials. Other methods addressed interactive origami modeling [Tachi 2010; Mitani and Igarashi 2011; Solomon et al. 2012] when the folds are explicitly defined by the user. A geometric way to create a virtual sheet of paper with sharp features from a 3D boundary curves and a 2D pattern is proposed in Rohmer et al. [2011] but cannot be extended to animation.
In this work, we achieve temporal coherence, isometry to a pattern, and the modeling of sharp features with developable surfaces. In contrast with prior work on origami, we are only interested in the sharp features that naturally appear during arbitrary paper manipulation. Therefore, we do not model creases-typically formed by pressing along a fold with finger or with an instrument-but singular points, such as those shown on the photo at the top of 
A NEW HYBRID MODEL FOR PAPER MATERIAL
In this section, we introduce our new model, dedicated to allow the interactive deformation and crumpling of sheets of paper. We then give an overview of the associated animation algorithm.
Geometry and Physics of Paper Sheets
The surface model used to represent the shape of a sheet of paper must be highly deformable, as sharp features may appear anywhere during deformation. This usually leads to the use of dense meshes, which provide a large number of degrees of freedom and reduce visual artifacts due to badly oriented edges. Yet, only a limited number of triangles can be handled at interactive rates. A key feature of our surface model is to represent sharp features and smooth surface parts separately. While sharp features are explicitly modeled as positional parameters-enabling the creation of an arbitrary number of singular points, located anywhere-smooth parts are modeled using constrained parametric surfaces. This enables us to reduce the number of triangles of the adaptive mesh used for animation and display, while providing all the necessary degrees of freedom. This geometrical model is interwoven with a physical simulation with a coarse mesh in order to guide shape deformations. The choice of this hybrid approach for paper crumpling is motivated, not only by efficiency, but also by specific geometrical and physical properties of paper material discussed next.
As already mentioned, sheets of paper can be considered as developable surfaces. They can be unfolded into the plane without distortion by preserving in-plane distances, i.e., by remaining isometric to their 2D pattern. A developable surface is a ruled surface with zero Gaussian curvature (product of the principal curvatures) everywhere. Gauss' Theorema Egregium states that the Gaussian curvature is an intrinsic invariant of a surface. As a consequence, if a smooth part of the paper is bent such that one principal curvature is not zero, then the other principal curvature in the direction of the fold is necessarily zero. Thus, the surface becomes rigid in the direction of zero-curvature, causing discontinuities to appear instead of having the surface bend if a compression is applied in the orthogonal direction. In consequence, forcing some general bending on a sheet of paper, as in Figure 2 , leads to the appearance of singularities in the surface geometry.
The appearance of singularities has also been studied in the mechanical literature: due to the fact that the bending rigidity of thin plates is much smaller than their stretching rigidity, the paper mechanical transformations are favorable to bending [Cambou and Menon 2011] . In addition, thin sheets have the specific behavior of concentrating elastic energy when being constrained [Witten 2007] . When the thickness tends to 0, this energy concentrates into singular points, which are called d-cones [Amar and Pomeau 1997; ]. These d-cones denote developable generalized cones defined by a fixed point called the apex and a one-parameter family of straight lines (rulings) passing through the apex. Outside of the influence of the d-cones, the surface is smooth and exhibits a low distribution of elastic energy [Schroll et al. 2011] : it can be deformed accordingly to standard linear models for continuous mechanics laws. Figure 2 shows a photograph of a crumpled sheet of paper (left) enhanced by sketches of the singular points and the rulings of the corresponding d-cones (right).
These observations give us the main requirements for a model to capture simplified, yet visually realistic paper behavior.
-The surface should be a piecewise continuous developable surface composed of generalized cones (see the magenta rulings in Figure 2 ) and planar pieces (in green in Figure 2 ). Note this structure is similar to the one used by Frey [2004] . -The parts composed of generalized cones should be able to smoothly bend only in the direction orthogonal to their rulings, while planar pieces should be able to bend in any direction. Bending conflicts should be solved by the introduction of apices of d-cones. In our solution, these d-cones are modeled as specific vertices that we call singular vertices (red dots in Figure 2 ). We record the position of these vertices on the 2D-pattern and on the 3D shape of the deformed sheet. -The motion of the surface should be guided by continuous mechanics in between plasticity events, i.e., when some paper fibers or their bonds break leading to the creation of a new singular point.
Animating such a structure raises specific challenges such as simultaneously bending smooth surface parts and maintaining singular points, while preserving isometry with the 2D pattern and therefore preserving developability. In addition, new singularities have to be integrated incrementally. Our model, presented next, is especially well suited to handle these constraints, since the singular vertices are stored explicitly and govern the generation of the smooth surface parts.
Our Geometric and Physical Model
During the whole animation process, we maintain an isometric mapping between the paper surface S and its pattern S defined in the 2D parameter domain. ∂S denotes the sheet's boundary.
In this work, we use two representations of the surface S: a geometric representation S G which explicitly approximates S by a set of generalized cones and planar parts, enabling developability enforcement and the explicit handling of singular points, and a physical representation S P which is a triangular mesh used for the physical simulation steps.
The geometric model S G = {C , F } is a coarse mesh defined as a set of curved regions C = {C i } (in purple in Figure 2 ) and a set of flat regions F = {F i } (in green in Figure 2 ).
Each curved region C i , that we simply call C for the sake of simplicity when there is no ambiguity, is segmented into a set of generalized cones defined by a one-parameter family of rulings R C . Figure 2 ). Second, one vertex lies on ∂S and the other is an interior singular vertex (magenta triangles in Figure 2 ), in which case their corresponding cone's apex is the singular vertex. The generalized cones are coarsely sampled on the boundary ∂S. The sampling density of the boundary ρ bound is a fixed parameter defined by the user. Each flat region F i , that we similarly call F , is defined by a set of connected triangles T F = {T j } that triangulate a planar region of the surface. Each of those triangles is delimited only by singular vertices or vertices from ∂S.
The interior vertices of S G (red in Figure 2 ) are singular points of the surface S. They are therefore the apices of developable cones. The yellow vertices of S G in Figure 2 are another kind of singular vertices. They lie on ∂S and belong to at least two different regions (curved or flat). Note that all the coarse triangles of the pattern S whose vertices are singular (shown as green triangles in Figure 2 ) are necessarily mapped onto triangles in the 3D space and not to a more general curved surface: indeed, as all green edges from S are by definition rulings of the surface S, they are necessarily straight line-segments, yielding a flat surface in-between (since developable surfaces with planar boundaries are planar), i.e., a triangle.
The triangle mesh S P is created by adding ghost vertices to S G to ensure a regular and symmetrical sampling. S P is thus ready to be used by a simulator. The process for constructing S P from S G will be detailed in Section 4. The set of vertices of S G is a subset of the vertices of S P , so the displacement of the surface computed through the simulation can be easily mapped to the vertices of S G .
All the notations are summarized in Table I .
Overview of the Animation Algorithm
Initialization. The input is a developable surface S defined as a mesh made of triangles and/or quadrangles, and its isometric mapping to a 2D pattern S, meshed with the same mesh connectivity. Typically, S is initially a flat mesh, although other input shapes could be used. Additionally, some handles, i.e., a finite set of points that the user can manipulate, are defined. In our current implementation, these handles are located on the boundary ∂S of the sheet. They act as hard constraints and are used to govern the deformation.
Animation loop. As the handles move, the paper deforms and may crumple. At each time step, the algorithm interweaves a physically based simulation step to guide the primary smooth deformation of S with geometrical steps (see Figure 3 ).
Step 1: Elastic deformation (Section 4)
A state-of-the-art physically based simulation is applied for efficiently deforming the surface mesh S P in a plausible way, but Step 1) with a remeshing step (
Step 2) that approximate the surfaces using generalized cones and mesh it accordingly, notably by finding the position of singular points and enforcing them as apex of cones. Developability is improved in Step 3.
without taking care of paper plasticity at this stage. Isometry to S, and therefore developability, may thus get lost. This step outputs new positions of the vertices of S G .
The two following steps use a geometric analysis approach to adapt S G to the surface computed through elastic deformation while maintaining specific paper properties.
Step 2: Modeling bending and crumpling (Section 5) -Remeshing of the compressed planar parts. Some of the flat regions are remeshed according to locally measured compressions in order to ease subsequent bending. -Singularity generation. A geometric analysis of S G indicates if and where new singular vertices have to be generated. S G is remeshed accordingly, see Figure 3 (middle).
Step 3: Developable and isometric tracking (Section 6) First, S G is segmented into quasi developable regions by locally computing the best approximation by generalized cones and developability is geometrically enforced by aligning the mesh edges along these rulings. Second, isometry preservation is optimized by constraining edge lengths. The structure of S G is finally used to update the mesh S P before displaying it and performing the next iteration of the animation loop, see Figure 3 (right).
Throughout the description of our method, we will refer to Figure 16, which shows another general example case spanning two successive steps of the algorithm loop.
ELASTIC DEFORMATION
The first part of each animation step consists of computing the deformation of the sheet of paper using a standard physically based simulation method, based on elastic energy.
Our implementation makes use of the Finite Element Method (FEM) code provided by Narain et al. [2012] . It relies on Green strain computation for stretching forces, while bending forces are computed using discrete flexural energy [Bridson et al. 2003; Grinspun et al. 2003 ]. Time integration is performed using implicit integration and we usually obtain convergence after 10 to 100 iterations. The simulation also integrates collision detection based on a hierarchy of bounding volumes [Tang et al. 2010] for implicit time integration. Collisions are solved using the sparse Cholesky method and response is computed using a combination of nonrigid impact zones [Harmon et al. 2008 ] and repulsion springs [Bridson et al. 2002] .
Handle positions, interactively controlled by the user, are enforced as hard constraints on the corresponding vertices of S P while the physical simulation relaxes the deformed mesh to a smooth rest state. We also provide control on the tangent plane at the handles through the control of two neighboring vertices. This enables us to achieve more realistic movements, mimicking the tangent plane control due to the pressure of fingers. Arrows (a) and (b) in Figure 16 illustrate the user-defined deformation followed by a physical-based simulation.
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• C. Schreck et al. Yet, contrary to standard elastic simulation, our triangular mesh is made of a very few triangles, which are moreover dynamically adapted during the deformation. This brings specific constraints when setting up the simulation, described next.
Enriching the coarse mesh before simulation. Let us first note that the coarse mesh S G composed of triangles from F , and triangles and quadrangles from C (see Figure 4 left) brings most of the necessary degrees of freedom for surface deformation, while allowing very efficient computation. The edges from C are oriented along the rulings of the surface which enables to maintain the rigidity of the bent region, and the vertex positions of ∂S adequately sample the degrees of freedom needed for manipulating the boundary of the surface.
Still, S G represents the planar regions from F without using any interior vertex. This coarse representation does not provide the necessary degrees of freedom for the simulation to locally deform these parts of the surface. To enable a more flexible configuration, we insert extra vertices in S P , interior to the surface and on the boundary ∂S, such that flat domains are uniformly and isotropically sampled. The number of additional vertices is controlled through user-defined density values, ρ bound for the boundary and ρ int for the interior. The new vertices are connected using Delaunay triangulation. The user-defined values are summarized in Table II .
Similarly, the quadrangles of the curved regions C from S G need to be triangulated in S P . To preserve the original symmetry of the quad, an extra vertex is inserted at its barycenter and connected to the four vertices. See Figure 4 .
In practice, S P is computed just before display, at the end of the animation loop, enabling us to use it as well as the visual representation of the paper surface. See the arrow (g) in Figure 16 . S P is then used for simulation at the next animation step (arrows (a) and (b)). Finally, the new position of its vertices are used to update the position of the S G vertices (arrow (c)).
Modeling fiber damage. In a smooth bent configuration, i.e., without interior singular points, bending forces tend to make the sheet flat when no constraint is applied, since the bending force equals zero when the dihedral angle between triangles is also zero. But when the sheet is crumpled and contains singular vertices, the surface should not come back to such a flat configuration by itself, as paper fibers or their bonds have been damaged. We model this plastic behavior using a nonzero rest angle for the bending force in the presence of singular vertices. We call θ rest the rest dihedral angle, meaning that the bending force tends to generate triangles with dihedral angle θ = θ rest .
Let us call N sing i the number of edges around the vertex i. For each vertex i, we define:
We set the dihedral rest angle of edge (i, j ) to
This way, the rest angle is distributed around the singular point and the singularity will remain visible even when no constraint is applied. An edge between two singular points will be marked more than others. Note that the value π/8 was set experimentally while trying to match the behavior of standard sheets of paper (70 g/m 2 ). This value could be tuned to model thinner or thicker paper material.
MODELING BENDING AND CRUMPLING
Thanks to our hybrid model taking into account the specific paper's developable properties, restricting our surface S G to deform with bending and crumpling instead of stretching can be achieved by adapting its connectivity while still keeping a very coarse triangulation. We first describe how we adapt the flat regions of S G so that they can be bend easily, and then describe how singular points are added so that the surface is allowed to crumple.
Analyzing Mesh Compression to Generate Bent Surfaces
In the following, we consider that two adjacent triangles are coplanar if the dihedral angle between them is smaller than a user-defined threshold θ 0 . Using this approximation, we define a flat region F as a maximal connected set of pair-wise coplanar triangles T F = {T j } (the dihedral angle between any pair of adjacent triangles should be ≤ θ 0 ). A flat region F should be able to easily bend in any direction. The enriched triangulation S P used for simulation enables F to slightly bend, but the corresponding coarse triangles in S G can only become compressed. To make it possible for this region to further bend in subsequent steps, we modify the connectivity of S G and insert a new curved region, as follows:
When a flat region bends in S P , leading to compression for the coarse triangles in S G , new rulings (i.e., directions of zero curvature) are inserted into S G along the direction of minimal compression (see Figure 5 ). Therefore, bending in the direction of maximal compression will be favored, whereas the surface will be more rigid in the direction of the rulings and more likely to avoid future compression or bending along this orthogonal direction.
This specific local remeshing is performed in the 2D pattern space before applying it to S G in 3D. It is applied to each flat region F ∈ F and consists of three steps: (a) Analyzing local compression. For each triangle in F , the direction in which the triangle is the most compressed is computed using the standard method based on stretch tensors described in Rohmer et al. [2010] which computes the principal directions of strain. We denote v the direction of maximal compression, and v ⊥ the direction of minimal compression, orthogonal to v. We also compute the ratio of compression of the triangle in v direction and consider that the flat region F is compressed if it contains at least one triangle with a compression ratio greater than the user-defined threshold ε c .
(b) Computing a triangle strip aligned with v ⊥ . We call T comp the triangle of T F (set of triangles of F ) of largest compression ratio (red triangle in Figures 7, 8, and 9(a) ). This triangle should actually not belong to a flat region anymore, but should instead be part of a bent surface. To compute the region affected by this bending, we start with T comp and collect the adjacent triangles by propagating the endpoints of imaginary rulings aligned along the minimal direction of compression in both directions until reaching the boundary of F , see Figure 6 . This propagation procedure, detailed in the Appendix A, computes a triangle strip (the red triangle and the two adjacent ones in Figures 7(a,b) ) and returns the borders of the triangle strip. We call border the edges of triangles in T F where the triangle strip ends. This border is either a portion of ∂S (Figure 6(b) ), or an internal ruling (Figures 6(c,d) ).
(c) Remeshing F locally. Depending on the type of border, we decide whether the rulings to be inserted can remain parallel or need to be conical with a singular vertex as common apex. This procedure is explained with more details in Appendix B. In the case (c1) where the border is part of ∂S (Figure 6(b) ), this border is not constrained and can thus freely bend. The current set of rulings is then used to tessellate the triangle strip into quads (see Figures 7(c,d) ). The remaining parts of F are triangulated and stay planar in S G . But in the case (c2) where the border is an edge common to either another flat region or a curved region (Figures 6(c,d) ), this border is in fact a ruling of this other region and thus constrained to be rigid.
The second case (c2) leads to the main contribution in this section, namely the insertion of new singular points: the conflict between the rulings we intend to place in T F and the already existing curved part they cross is solved by generating a new singular point (see Section 5.2). This point will be the apex of a generalized cone, so the rulings we actually insert have to be conical instead of parallel to the direction of minimum compression.
Figures 7 to 9 show the remeshing of a flat region in the three cases that can occur for borders: the imaginary rulings illustrated as dashed lines reach the nonconstrained boundary ∂S respectively at both ends (Figure 7) , at only one end (Figure 8 ), and never ( Figure 9 ). The whole process is also represented in Figure 16(d) , where the first row shows the case of inserting rulings into a nonconstrained flat region, whereas in the second row a singular point needs to be created.
Singularity Generation
As stated previously, a piece of paper that starts to bend generates rulings that propagate throughout the whole surface. When these rulings intersect a preexisting ruling (see Figures 6(c,d) ), we introduce a new singular point to accommodate for the two noncompatible constraints. In the following, we call e lim the edge in the mesh which coincides with the preexisting ruling. Fig. 10 . A configuration where compression acts on top of an existing curved domain. The singular vertex to be inserted has a higher probability to appear in the red region. The edge e sing at the center this region is highlighted in red.
Finding the singularity position. The apparition of new singularities when real pieces of paper are compressed in two opposite directions depends on various parameters such as paper mechanical properties and external mechanical constraints. We can also note that the position of the singularity can largely vary even when crumpling paper sheets of the same thickness under similar constraints.
As easily verified by experiments, changing the direction of zero curvature (direction of the rulings) of a piece of paper in order to bend it smoothly in an arbitrary direction is easy as long as the surface is flat, or has a sufficiently low curvature along its current rulings direction. The singularities appear when the change of the zero-curvature direction reaches another region with high curvature values. This is why singular points usually appear at the junction between weakly curved regions and higher curved regions.
Let us first consider the case where e lim is a ruling of a curved region C (blue edge in Figure 6(d) ). In order to derive a law for positioning the singular vertex, we repeated many times the same simple experiment shown in Figure 10 with real paper. We observed that the singular point does not exactly appear on e lim but is shifted in the direction of v ⊥ where the surface starts to bend. See Section 7.1 and Figure 17 for more details on this experiment. We therefore pursue the previous propagation algorithm until we reach a ruling with higher curvature in the orthogonal direction, which we quantify using the dihedral angle (i.e. the angle between the two adjacent triangles or quadrangles whose common edge is the Fig. 11 . Newly inserted singularity and associated remeshing. ruling). Let e sing be the first ruling encountered in the v ⊥ direction with dihedral angle larger than θ 0 . The edge associated with this ruling will be considered as the most probable location for new singularity insertion.
We define s, the actual position in the 2D pattern S of the singular point s to be added, as being randomly close to the edge e sing as illustrated in Figure 10 (left). To this end, we choose the probability χ (s) of creation of a singularity at a position s as being uniform along the edge e sing , and normally distributed according to the distance to this edge. This is done using the law χ (s) = exp(−d 2 /σ 2 ), where d is the distance between s and e sing , and σ is a parameter taking into account the variability of the position of the singular vertex. In our experiments, we chose σ = 0.1 cm. Finally, we compute the 3D coordinates of s from s.
The second possible case we consider arises when the ruling e lim is an edge shared by two triangles belonging to two different flat regions (blue edge in Figure 6(c) ). Then, the large dihedral angle prevents the surface from bending. In this case, we insert the singularity directly on this edge at a random position and set e sing = e lim .
Remeshing around the singularity. When a new singularity s, i.e., the apex of a d-cone, is inserted, conical rulings are created in the adjacent flat region, as explained in Section 5.1. Let us now describe how we change the existing rulings in curved surface parts such as C in Figure 6 (d), after a new singular point has been inserted. Figure 11 illustrates our method and shows corresponding experiments with real paper at the bottom.
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As a singular point is the apex of a generalized cone, introducing one into a curved region implies a change of the nearby rulings so that they pass through the apex s. As changing the orientation of a ruling implies a modification of local curvatures, this modification can only be allowed where the surface is not too curved. We therefore perform a local remeshing around the singular vertex as long as the dihedral angle associated with the nearby rulings is smaller than the threshold θ 0 .
In practice, this is done by first removing the rulings of C from e sing in the direction v ⊥ until reaching a limit ruling e sup , having a dihedral angle larger than θ 0 or until reaching the border of C (in which case e sup is the last ruling of C). We then create new curved region(s) defined by the same cone apex s, between e lim and e sup (see Figure 11 (left and middle) ). To enable geometric continuity between the newly remeshed region and the existing bent surface, we introduce a flat surface (green triangle in Figure 11 (left and middle)) as transition.
In the case of a singular point created between two triangles belonging to two different planar regions (Figure 11 (right) ), the common edge is considered as a degenerate curved region with only one ruling.
DEVELOPABLE, ISOMETRIC TRACKING
The last step of our method consists in computing a fully developable approximation of the current geometric mesh S G and insuring its isometry with the 2D pattern S. The resulting geometric mesh will be refined into S P by tessellating flat regions before display.
While segmenting an arbitrary mesh into approximately developable regions is a difficult problem requiring nonlinear optimization [Leopoldseder and Pottmann 1998; Julius et al. 2005 ], we take benefits of the specific structure of S G in our case: we first update junction points at the limit between flat and curved regions (Section 6.1) and then segment the latter into generalized cones, providing us rulings for edge alignment (Section 6.2). We then apply a new method, introduced in Section 6.3, for improving the length of mesh edges in order to keep accurate isometry with S. Note that ensuring developability first gives us a good starting point for this isometry optimization process.
Junction Points Between Flat and Curved Regions
Junction points are points at the surface boundary ∂S where at least one curved region and at least one flat region connect (yellow points in Figures 2, 8 , and 9). These points do not model permanent plastic effect: therefore, contrary to singular vertices, they may move over the 2D pattern during the animation. For instance, if the constraints applied to a smoothly curved region progressively relax, junction points slide and may disappear leading to a large planar region. Our process for updating these points, described next, corresponds to the arrow (e) in Figure 16 . To take the possible expansion or shrinking of planar regions into account, we compute for each curved region C, the dihedral angle θ CF at each border ruling between C and an adjacent flat region F (these border rulings are either defined by two junction points or by a singular point and a junction point). We compare this angle to two thresholds θ low and θ high as follows: if θ CF < θ low , we move the corresponding junction point(s) as to expand the planar region until we reach a ruling whose angle is larger than θ low (see Figure 12 (left)). Inversely, if θ CF > θ high , we move the junction point(s) as to expand the curved region, enabling subsequent simulation steps to smooth out this angle (see Figure 12 (right)). If F is also adjacent Fig. 14. Segmentation of the surface at the left into piecewise conical parts (right). The color parts correspond to pieces of developable generalized cones whose rulings are pointing to their common respective apex a i satisfying Eq. (2). We add regions in green (portions of cones sometimes degenerated to planes, whose apex is the junction point between adjacent conical regions) to connect these regions while ensuring tangential continuity.
to another planar region F opp or to another curved region C opp over the same junction point, we allow C to expand only if θ CF > θ opp (see Figure 13) .
We usually choose θ high = θ 0 and θ low = θ 0 /10. Choosing θ high sufficiently different from θ low is important, so that hysteresis prevents junction points from oscillating too much. If the dihedral angle at all rulings of C are < θ low , the curved region is completely replaced by a flat region, which captures the case of a curved region becoming flat.
Fitting Generalized Cones
We now seek to approximate each curved region C ∈ C without interior singular point using generalized conical surfaces as illustrated in Figure 14 with a paper ribbon. Note that in the case where C contains an interior singular point s, C is already represented by a single generalized cone whose rulings pass through the singular point s (see Section 5.2).
The main idea is to segment the set of rulings R c such that each subset can be approximated accurately enough by one generalized cone. Then, we force every 2D ruling of the subset to pass through the apex of the computed cone to improve developability. This step corresponds to the arrow (f) in Figure 16 .
Finding the apex of a generalized cone. In order to find the apex of a generalized cone that approximates a list of rulings, we are inspired by the surface reconstruction method from Peternell et al. [2004] and compute the best approximating generalized cones using a model based on the Blaschke cylinder, 1 which is particularly well adapted to our setting. This model matches a generalized cone to a one-parameter family of tangent planes computed along the rulings of a curved region. We summarize this model and the way we use it here. See Peternell [2004] and the references herein for a more detailed description in the context of Laguerre geometry.
Let E be an oriented plane in Euclidean space R 3 . E is uniquely defined by its unit normal vector n = (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 ) and the signed Euclidean distance w between E and the origin. Thus E can be represented by the point (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , w) of R 4 . Similarly, the whole set of oriented planes of R 3 is represented by a set of points u = (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 , u 4 ) of R 4 verifying
= 1 This set is called the Blaschke cylinder. All the tangent planes of a generalized cone pass though one point a, called the apex of the cone. Thus, using the representation for planes we just described, they all are contained in the intersection between B and the hyperplane:
We use this property to compute the apex a of the generalized cone that best approximates a surface, as follows.
Let us consider rulings r b associated with a smooth curved part of the mesh and their associated normals (constant along the ruling) n b . We call n b i (respectively T b i ) the ith consecutive normal (respectively tangent plane associated to this normal) from a set R of rulings. We thus find the best common apex a in a least square sense by minimizing the error e given by:
where w i is the signed Euclidean distance between the origin and the tangent plane T b i . Note that this error can be seen as the sum of squared distances between all the tangent planes and the apex a.
Iterative segmentation algorithm. In practice, we use an iterative algorithm to find a segmentation of C into generalized cones such that the error e is smaller than a fixed threshold ε blaschke (in our implementation, ε blaschke = 0.5% × L paper , L paper being the maximal length size of a piece of paper).
We initialize R cur = R C as the list of rulings defining a curved region in the current segmentation. We also initialize two empty lists R front and R back . Using the Blaschke model presented previously, we compute the apex a of a generalized cone that approximates the surface defined by R cur and the corresponding error. Until the error is smaller than ε blaschke , we iteratively remove either the first or the last ruling from R cur and add it to either R front or to R back . The selected ruling among these two is the one associated with the maximal error contribution e i = n b i · a + w i 2 , meaning that its tangent plane has the largest distance to a. The result of this algorithm is a suitable subset of rulings that can be approximated by a generalized cone with apex a with an error smaller than ε blaschke . We then restart the process on each of the two lists R front and R back . In this way, we obtain a list of apices, each one corresponding to a subset of successive rulings.
The last step consists in moving the vertices of rulings in each subset in order to align their respective edges along the rulings of the generalized cone we just computed. We proceed as follows.
For each apex a, we consider the ruling r j , belonging to the corresponding subset, associated to the minimal error contribution e j = n b j · a + w j 2 and compute the orthogonal projection of the apex a proj onto this ruling. The image of a proj in the 2D pattern space a proj is computed using its local coordinate within the ruling frame. Then, we resample the vertices on the boundary curve such that the extension of the 2D edge lines outside S are all passing through a proj as shown in Figure 15 . The 3D coordinates of the newly sampled vertices are finally reported on the 3D boundary curve using cubic interpolation.
Two successive generalized cones c 1 and c 2 join on the boundary ∂S at a singular point s b where their extreme rulings cross. We thus consider the gap between them (in green in Figure 14 and Figure 15 ) as a generalized junction cone c junction whose apex is s b and remesh it accordingly. Note that the first and the last rulings of c junction are respectively border rulings of c 1 and c 2 . Each remeshed curved region is thus represented by a set of generalized cones joined by common rulings and meshed accordingly, and is therefore exactly developable onto a plane.
Preserving Length with Respect to the Pattern
To explicitly enforce the lengths of edges in S to match those of the patternS, we use a new, efficient optimization process, which is decomposed into two phases. In the first phase, the optimal directional vectors of edges are computed using constrained optimization. In the second phase, the positions of vertices are updated using a least-square formulation. Unlike prior work on vertex-based shape optimization, this new formulation can explicitly enforce the preservation of edge lengths.
The optimization is applied on S P after updating it from S G (see arrow (h) in Figure 16 ). The optimized shape is then displayed.
Phase I. For every edge e ij ∈ S P , of vertices p i and p j , we define u ij as a unit vector indicating the direction of e ij and denotel ij the original length of e ij onS. Given unit vectors u ij for the directions of edges on S P , the isometry can be enforced by the constraints, C closed ≡ 0, using the edge lengths onS as
where t ij k is the triangle formed by edges e ij , e jk , and e ki . We also enforce u ij to be a unit vector, using C unit ≡ 0, where
To minimize the deviation from the current S P while satisfying these two constraints, the optimal {u ij } can be computed as
where u o ij is the current unit directional vector computed from e ij . To solve this problem efficiently, we take inspiration from Wang [2008a] . Lagrange multipliers (LMs) are exploited:
For simplicity, we represent this as E + λ 1 C 1 + λ 2 C 2 . The use of two LMs could lead to simpler expression and better convergence performance than associating one LM with every single constraint. By neglecting the terms from second-order derivatives of constraints in the Hessian matrix according to the sequential linearly constrained programming [Nocedal and Wright 2000] , we obtain
where H = ∇ 2 E is the Hessian matrix of E and L = {∇C 1 , ∇C 2 }. The vectors on the right-hand side are
In our case, H is an identity matrix since we neglect the terms from second-order derivatives of constraints. We get the following two formulas, enabling us to update the values iteratively:
Therefore, only a 2-by-2 equation system needs to be solved in each iteration step to update the value of LMs, which greatly speeds up the efficiency of computation. Notice that our formulation does not guarantee theoretical convergence. As the system comes closer to satisfying the constraints, L approaches a zero matrix and the Lagrange multipliers tend to infinity leading to numerical difficulties near convergence. In practice, we observed a good behavior of this approach when limiting the maximum number of iteration steps (200 in our implementation). Moreover, since we perform this isometry preservation step following each simulation step, we reduce the accumulation of simulation error as much as possible.
Phase II. After finding the optimal unit vectors {u ij } for edges, we compute the positions of vertices by minimizing the difference between the vector (p j − p i ) and the vectorl ij u ij on every edge e ij
This is a least-square minimization problem, which can be solved efficiently through a linear system. Meanwhile, the positions of handle vertices are fixed by moving the related terms to the right-hand side of the equations. Note that we can decouple the computation of the x, y, and z components to reduce the dimension of the linear system.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Validation
We used experiments involving real pieces of paper to validate our virtual model. Note that contrary to previous approaches, we specifically conduct comparisons in the critical situation when the first few singular vertices appear. Indeed, when and where these first sharp features appear is very noticeable and capturing these accurately is a key element towards realism.
For each validation test, we started from an initial flat mesh S (which helped reproducing the same situation in reality), and set L paper = 10 centimeters and ρ bound = 1.2 sample/cm and ρ int = 6 sample/cm 2 . The first experiment, shown in Figure 17 , was used to validate the way a new singular vertex appears: in reality, we moved the two opposite sides of an undamaged square sheet of paper closer to each other by a factor 10%. Then, we applied an orthogonal constraint on one of the borders until a singular point appeared (see Figure 17 Fig. 17. Comparison of the positions of the first appearing singular vertex between real paper and our virtual model. Left: deformations applied to an initially flat sheet of real paper, repeated 20 times. Right: the measurements on real paper are shown as black crosses, while the positions generated by our method are represented as red dots. The graph at the center refers to a 70 g/m 2 paper, modeled using σ = 0.01 cm. The graph on the right refers to a 90 g/m 2 paper, modeled using σ = 0.1 cm.
(left)). We then marked the paper with the position of this singular point. We repeated the experiment 20 times with other sheets of the same thickness. The same experiment was conducted the same number of times, using the random factors in the placement of singular vertices described in Section 5.2. The resulting distributions of the position of the first singular point are depicted in Figure 17 (center and right), for two different types of paper (a 70 g/m 2 paper and a 90 g/m 2 paper). Our results show a good accordance between real measurements and our model.
Visual comparison between real paper and our results are also provided in Figure 18 . The top row illustrates the deformation of a smooth paper strip continuously twisted into a Moebius strip. The second row compares the behavior of sheet of paper after a singular vertex is inserted: we get the same effect of the sheet straightening when the constrained points at the back are unloaded. Note that our mesh remains coarse throughout the animation, with its edges aligned with surface rulings. Moreover, the singular vertex is persistent in the model even if the surface is totally unloaded.
Comparison with Other Methods
Comparison with FEM and adaptive meshing methods. Figure 19 compares our method with the FEM model described at the beginning of Section 4 applied to a fine mesh of fixed connectivity (standard FEM experiment), and with simulation with adaptive remeshing from Narain et al. [2013] .
Note that all three methods use the same physical FEM solver, and are able to obtain the comparable visual results (see Figure 19 , upper row, in this case for the example used in the experiment of Section 7.1). The standard FEM approach with fixed connectivity requires very dense meshes to obtain visually sharp features. The triangulation obtained from the adaptive remeshing method in Narain et al. is roughly two times coarser than this dense mesh for similar visual result, but still requires approximately ten times more triangles than our method. As most computation time in all three methods is spent in the simulation step, which depends on the number of triangles, our approach reaches interactive frame rates when several seconds to a minute per frame are required using other approaches. See Table III . The lower row of Figure 19 show a comparison where we decreased the number of triangles of the standard FEM approach and of the approach from Narain et al. such that the corresponding methods reach roughly the same time rate than ours. We can note that the quality of the visual appearance drastically decreased and does not capture anymore the interesting sharp feature effect.
• 10:13 Comparison with "Fast Simulation of Mass-Spring Systems" and "Shape-Up". The technique we present in Section 6.3 treats the preservation of edge lengths as a geometric problem while Liu et al. [2013] simulate a mass-spring system in a physical perspective with their approach called Fast Simulation of Mass-Spring Systems (FSMS) . In the optimization method of FSMS, the edge length is set as a hard constraint. In our formulation, the optimization variables are the edge directions instead of vertex positions. Our method does not exploit any physical information so the objective function is simpler. As a result, it can be optimized by iteratively solving 2×2 linear systems.
The Shape-Up method [Bouaziz et al. 2012 ] provides a good solution for achieving isometry preservation. The original ShapeUp framework treats all constraints as soft constraints and requires minimizing an energy function that incorporates the projections of all constraints to the targets, which is solved in a least-square sense. Therefore, the resulting model will always be a balance between the input status and the constrained projections, which indicates that a shape distortion will occur. As we expect to preserve the isometry of edge lengths without significant shape distortion, we modify the Shape-Up framework to enforce all constraints as hard constraints. In the following discussion, we focus on the comparison between the Shape-Up with hard constraints and our scheme:
About speed of computation. Although the Shape-Up method uses a single matrix pre-factorization step, our method is less expensive as it avoids solving large systems of equations. Comparison of computation time between the Shape-Up method and our isometry preservation method (Section 6.3) is given in Table IV , and clearly shows that computational efficiency is higher with our method. About shape distortion and preservation of isometry. Both methods treat all requirements as hard constraints (with theoretically no conflict to each other) and find the nearest isometric status based on the current input. Experiments have shown, that our method leads generally to less deviation from the initial shape compared with the Shape-Up method, whereas the Shape-Up method achieves better isometry restoration. Quantitative comparisons are given in Table IV . For our application it is important to keep the deviation as small as possible, otherwise it may introduce instabilities in the physical simulation. We further observed that the Shape-Up method may introduce perceptible visual artifacts such as discontinuities in a smooth region or flattening of weakly curved regions as depicted in Figure 20 . This is particularly nondesirable for our application, where singularities, flat and curved regions are processed explicitly. Figure 1 shows a sheet of paper bent twice, in two perpendicular directions: after smoothly wrapping the sheet into a cylindrical shape, a second bending is applied orthogonally to the cylinder axis. The resulting shape exhibits sharp singularities while still remaining almost isometric to its pattern. In changing the parameter ε c defining the maximal admissible compression, we model different types of papers as shown in Figure 21 , while keeping the same handle animation scenario. Larger values of ε c capture the behavior of stiff, thick paper, while smaller values capture the behavior or thinner paper, for which a larger number of singular points appear. Figure 22 gathers other results of our method. The first row illustrates smooth deformation highlighting the dynamic adaptation of the triangulation. The second row shows a full crumpling animation where more than twenty singular vertices are progressively generated. The third row illustrates a newspaper type of surfaces with a pre-set crease in the middle. The latter highly influences the subsequent deformation of the surface. Finally, the last row shows various paper deformations obtained by interactively playing with the handles.
Other Results
To get quantitative results, we measured the error of lengths compared to the pattern E length = edges e (l e − l e )/l e , where l e and l e are the length of the edge e belonging, respectively, to S P and S. 
Discussion
While getting a variety of results that qualitatively look as real paper -even when animated (see the associated video) -indicates that our method has reached most of its goals, we also identified a number of limitations:
First, although it is much faster than state-of-the-art methods, our model does not meet the real-time performances: our prototype currently runs at 1 to 10 fps. As shown in the timing table, most of the time is spent in the physically based simulation step. Note that we reused some existing code, including a collision detection module, without trying to optimize it specifically for our application. We believe that increasing efficiency should be possible, given the small size of our meshes. Moreover, the detection and handling of collisions are only applied on S P . We do not handle (internal or external) collisions that may possibly occur while modifying S G .
Second, another limitation is the fact that we do not handle the case when a pressure is applied inside a curved area (such as the one caused by a finger pushing within a smoothly bended paper part) because it would requires to introduce further constraints to the rulings propagation algorithm. This prevents us from providing handles anywhere on the paper surface. We can also use boundary volumes to control the crumpling of the paper thanks to the collision detection used in the physical simulation. But due to this limitation, nonconvex volumes would not act properly. Handling this case would require a couple of modifications of the approach such that the detection of compression inside a curved region and the generation of singular points caused by such a compression based on the same principles than in our algorithm.
Third, as our meshes rely on very coarse triangulations, the dynamic adaptation of connectivity may introduce discontinuous behavior during the animation. This can be observed in some of our animations when the mesh suddenly changes. While such geometrical discontinuities may arise for real paper as well when singularities appear these effects are exaggerated by the coarse triangulation we use. Animation using temporal smoothing could be explored. Fourth, our model only generates singular points as sharp features, although previous studies indicate that crumpled paper geometry can exhibit creased curves as well. Kergosien et al. [1994] computes such curves using physical simulation on a geometric model even simpler than ours. Exploring the detection and generation of similar creased curves within our model is left for future research. Here, the creases modeled in Kilian et al. [2008] could be a source of inspiration.
Lastly, although each individual-generalized cone is developable, as well as flat parts, the overall surface may not be globally N t and N s are respectively the average number of triangles of S P through the animation and the maximum number of interior singular vertices. N it is the average number of iterations needed in the simulation steps. t int and t col are the respective average time spent in the integration steps of the physical simulation and to treat the collisions. The timings from the geometrical parts correspond to the time spent in remeshing t rem , and in the isometry tracking t iso . All times are given in ms.
developable. It is however almost so, due to the approximative isometry with the flat pattern. Developability could be further improved by minimizing the angular defect around each singular vertex.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we introduced a new hybrid geometric and physical model for paper, able to qualitatively capture the dynamic shapes of this complex material. The model is efficient enough to be manipulated at interactive rates. Quite interestingly, our model is based on some high-level understanding of the physical constraints that act on real sheets of paper, and on their geometric counterparts. This understanding enabled us to use an adaptive mesh carefully representing the main geometric features of paper in terms of singular points and rulings, throughout the animation. In addition to accelerating computation, this coarse mesh yielded fast, good quality rendering.
In addition to solving the limitations listed in the previous discussion, we would also like to extend our work to more extreme situations, where paper is torn as well as crumpled: indeed, investigating the ability of our hybrid model to detect and progressively propagate tears is a promising direction for future research. Furthermore, our unique combination of interwoven geometric and physical processing could inspire the modeling of other complex materials, for which the same general methodology could be used.
APPENDIXES
As a complement to Section 5.1, we describe in these appendixes the technical details related to our algorithm for propagating imaginary rulings. The goal is to compute a triangle strip delimiting the influence of a compressed triangle within a flat region. This is done using a fast procedural method based on geometrical considerations (finding a physically accurate method for this step is left for future work). Our method, as already explained in Section 5.1, is divided into two steps:
First, we use an iterative algorithm in 2D pattern space to compute the prolongation of the imaginary rulings generated by the compression of T comp . This allows us to determine a strip of triangles of T F affected by the bending of the T comp and the two borders which are the limit of the rulings of the new curved region. To get each border, we compute on each side whether the rulings can reach the boundary ∂S on the paper, in which case the border is a boundary edge, or if they reach a already constraint edge, in which case the border is the interior singular point created to solve the conflict.
Second, we divide the region found into the parts which stay planar and the part corresponding to the new curved region and then remesh the region accordingly.
A. FINDING THE TRIANGLE STRIP AND BORDERS BY PROPAGATION
This algorithm takes the compressed triangle T comp and the direction of minimal compression v ⊥ as input. It computes and returns the triangle strip composed by all the triangles affected by the compression of T comp and the two borders.
To initialize the algorithm, we choose the two edges of T comp which are the most affected by the compression by selecting the edges which form the largest angle with v ⊥ , as shown in Figure 23  (top) . We then iteratively apply to each of the selected edges e one of the following propagation steps with the direction of propagation being respectively d prop = v ⊥ and then −v ⊥ until finding the corresponding borders of the region.
A particular case arises when the edge e of T comp with the largest angle to v ⊥ is opposite to a singular point s (see Figure 23 (bottom)). In this case, the singular point (i.e., apex of a d-cone) plays the role of a special border imposing that all rulings pass through it.
The propagation algorithm iterates for a given edge e and a direction of propagation d prop until a border is found as follows:
-if e is common to another triangle T ∈ T F (the dihedral angle of e being smaller than θ 0 ), then we collect T and we selected the edge of T (other than e) which forms the greatest angle with d prop , see Figure 6 (a), and continue the propagation with the next iteration. -if e belongs to the boundary of the paper, it can bend freely. So we return e as border of the triangle strip, see Figure 6 (b). -if e is common with a triangle T belonging to another flat region (the dihedral angle of e being greater than θ 0 ), the angle between the two triangles prevents the edge from bending freely. We need to add a singular point along the edge e which will split it in two. The newly created singular point s is returned as border of the triangle strip, see Figure 6 (c). -in the same way, if e is a ruling of a curved region C, the rulings of the curved region to be created will be in conflict with the rulings of C. To deal with the two different directions of curvature, a singular point s has to be added inside the curved region and is returned as border of the affected region, see Figure 6 (d).
The technical details related to singular points generation are given in Section 5.2.
B. CUTTING AND REMESHING THE PLANAR PARTS
This algorithm gives us a triangle strip which will contain the new curved region. The deformation may however not necessarily affect the whole region. We define the actual limit of the curved region to be created by the extremal rulings r lim 1 and r lim 2 such that there is no singular point inside the region, see Figure 24 . According to the borders previously computed, we have three cases: -Both borders e b1 and e b2 are edges of the boundary of the paper ∂S. In this case, the inserted rulings are parallel to the direction of propagation d prop and are delimited by an endpoint on each border, see Figure 24 (a). This configuration occurs also in the example shown in Figure 7 . -One border is an edge, e b , of the boundary of the paper, the other is a singular point s. In this case, s being an apex of a generalized cone, the rulings are attracted by s and are thus delimited by s and an endpoint on e b , see Figure 24 (b). Another example is shown in Figure 8 . -Both borders are singular points s 1 and s 2 . The rulings are attracted at the same time by s 1 and s 2 , so the curved region degenerates into a single edge (s 1 , s 2 ), see Figure 24 (c). Figure 9 shows such an example.
In the rare cases where we cannot find two rulings r lim 1 and r lim 2 without singular point between them, we do not generate a new curved region and let the physical simulation further deform this region until the geometrical step could find a proper change of connectivity.
If not degenerated the curved region is defined by a set of rulings between r lim 1 and r lim 2 . We choose the number of rulings in order to respect the sampling density ρ bound . Each ruling is defined by two endpoints (singular or belonging to the boundary ∂S of the paper). The position of an endpoint belonging to ∂S in the 2D pattern space S is computed as the intersection of the ruling and ∂S. The 3D coordinates of these points are computed using cubic interpolation along the boundary curve given by the mesh S P used in the physical simulation. Thus, the newly created region is actually curved and its boundaries correspond to the curved boundary of S P .
Finally, the rest of the region is triangulated, with the additional constraint in the degenerated case to enforce (s 1 , s 2 ) as an edge.
We can see in the Figure 7 (bottom left) that the deformation of a flat region induces bending of S P whereas the triangles of S G become compressed since the coarse triangulation of S G is not flexible enough. These two meshes are input to the "bending and crumpling" step of our animation loop as described in Section 5. The specific remeshing of S G (Figure 7 (bottom right)) with rulings inserted as explained in Section 5, can bend more easily and therefore better matches the shape of the input S P .
